
 

Dundalk Institute of Technolo-

gy is a 90 acre campus situated 

between Dublin and Belfast 

(each approximately 50 miles 

away). The campus is 1/2 mile 

from the main Dublin Belfast 

road and 3 minutes drive from 

the M1 motorway to Dublin. 

Dublin Airport is a 35 minute 

drive by car. Dundalk is served 

by the Dublin Belfast Train 

corridor and Dundalk's Clarke 

Station is approximately a 20 

minute walk (or 6 euro taxi 

ride) from the campus.  Private 

buses operate an extensive daily 

network to and from DkIT and 

the surrounding county towns. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 

There will be around 40 places.  Minimum CAO entry is at 300 points.  

Dundalk Institute of Technology 

Dublin Road 

Dundalk 

Co. Louth 

Ireland 

 

 

E-mail: martin.maguire@dkit.ie 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/HumanitiesDkit 

Web Address: www.dkit.ie/courses/dk861 

Dundalk Institute of Technology 

BA (Hons) in Digital Humanities 
              CAO Code: DK861  
 

ABOUT THIS PROGRAMME 

This is a three-year Honours degree in the Arts subjects of History, 

English, Archaeology, Politics & Society.  You will choose and study 

to Honours degree level TWO of these Arts subjects.  Whilst you will 

study these subjects within the tradition of recognised texts, such as books, you 

will also develop skills in Digital Media.  Digital Media are revolutionising how 

we experience, interact with and understand the world and each other.  Vast 

volumes of information are readily accessible to anyone on the internet at a 

click.   “Crowd-sourcing” transforms research as thousands share the task.  New 

forms of e-activism are evident as social networks drive civic engagement and 

political change.   

This BA (Hons) Humanities degree will deepen your understanding of particu-

lar fields of academic study in the traditional areas of the Arts; History-English 

Literature and Culture-Archaeology-Politics & Society; while applying the new 

resources and forms of ‘Text’ presented by Digital Media to explore the emerg-

ing field of Digital Humanities, where the disciplines of the Arts/

Humanities and Digital Media intersect.  The degree programme will create 

Honours-level Arts Graduates that are also skilled users and creators of infor-

mation in Digital Media, an increasingly important area in education and pub-

lishing.  As a graduate you will be able to integrate these new digital media with 

traditional scholarly activity in the Humanities.   

As a graduate of this degree, you will be ACADEMICALLY QUALIFIED in 

TWO of the core Arts subjects: History; English Literature & Culture; 

Archaeology; Politics & Society; whilst also becoming a knowledgeable 

CREATOR AND USER of Digital Media.   
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 A 3-Year Hons Arts 

Degree 

 PLUS: Digital Skills 

 Local and Accessible 

A minimum of six passes in the leaving certificate with a minimum of two C3 

grades in Higher level papers. Entrants must achieve a C3 in Honours English 

or an A grade in Pass English.  

Applications are welcome from students in Northern Ireland.  Please contact 
martin.maguire@dkit.ie for requirments.



PROGRESSION 

Graduates will be qualified for accreditation 

with the Teaching Council for entry for post-

Primary teaching in History, English, Civil 

Social & Political Education (CSPE).   You will 

also be skilled in the new junior cycle subject 

of ‘Digital Media’   Graduates with good de-

grees in their disciplines and offering a high 

level of Digital Media skills should be highly 

desirable as teachers in the “New Technolo-

gy” classroom.  Graduates will be able to 

pursue further postgraduate degrees in their 

chosen arts subjects; e.g., an MA in Histo-

ry, or in English, Archaeology, Political 

Science in any university or college.  If your 

interest is in the specific area of Digital Hu-

manities a new MA in Digital Humanities 

at NUI Maynooth or a new Ph.D in Digital 

Humanities by a consortium of TCD/UCD/

NUI Maynooth (funded by PRTLI 5) will be 

available to allow you become a specialist in 

this new field.       

 

WHAT WILL I LEARN?   
YOU WILL CHOOSE TWO AREAS OF TRADITIONAL ARTS STUDY TO 

ACCOMPANY YOUR DIGITAL HUMANITIES SKILLS . 

What our graduates 
say: 
 

 

 

 

 

Career Options 

Graduates of Humanities programmes are highly employable and widely sought after in 

careers as diverse as teaching, arts and heritage administration; journalism; research; poli-

tics; as well as business and industry. Students that have good literacy and communication 

skills, as well as skills in ICT, are highly employable.  

Sharon Healy, Graduate, BA 

(Hons) Humanities, 2014.  

Martin Monks. Graduate BA 

(Hons) Humanities, 2014. 

Digital Humanities These modules will equip students with knowledge of the foundational concepts and task-specific research 

methods appropriate to digital humanities. This will enable them to critically assess digital media resources; identify appropriate 

digital media software tools and create ‘born-digital’ objects such as online resources.   

English Students of English at DKIT will study all the traditional aspects of English literature including Shakespeare, the Roman-

tic poets and twentieth century Irish literature, poetry and drama. They will also be introduced to new ways of thinking critically 

about literature from the perspective of race, gender and cultural theory. Students will study the interaction between literature and 

digital media in the form of film, television, music and new digital media like Facebook and Twitter.  

History History is essentially a discussion about the production of meaning and significance in the present about the past, as we 

attempt to explain why things change.  The enormous wealth of historical resources now available on the Web is transforming 

access to sources and debates on historical topics.  In History you will study Irish History from the medieval to the contemporary, 

European History from the Early Modern to the contemporary and Modern American History.  Modules will cover social history, 

political history and the history of ideas. 

Politics and Society The Politics and Society modules explore the key questions of the way in which power and authority are ex-

ercised in contemporary societies.  Central to this is the study of the emergence of the modern state, internationally and here in 

Ireland. We explore how the state is organised, territorially and functionally; how membership of the state, citizenship, is obtained 

and maintained and how states have dealt and deal with the challenges of ethnically, socially and demographically diverse socie-

ties. We explore also the ways in which states affect and are being affected by the forces of globalisation, in particular internation-

al migration, and how societies are being changed in response to these powerful social forces.  

Archaeology Archaeology is the study of past societies through the examination of the material remains they have left behind: 

sites, monuments, artefacts. Students will receive a thorough grounding in Irish archaeology from prehistoric times to the recent 

past and will also be introduced to aspects of European archaeology. Particular emphasis will be placed on the use of digital media 

in archaeology from the latest remote sensing and geophysical techniques of non-invasive data acquisition as well as more stand-

ard excavation reports and the associated knowledge these generate, particularly through the medium of the Web.  

"The  BA  (Hons)  in  Digital
 Humanities offered me the chance  to

My attendance  of  this  course  has had

a  life  changing  effect  on  me  with 

regards  further  education  and  

academic  research.  This  course 

provides  a  perfect  balance  between  

traditional humanities and 'know-how’

 in  digital  media skills,  and  will  

open  avenues  for students to become 

involved  in  the  fast-growing  arena   

of   digital humanities. 

DkIT provided  me  with the support, 

encouragement  and  confidence  to 

realise  my  potential  to  pursue  a 

career  in  this  domain,  and  I will

never forget that! 

 study an array  of  different  subjects
 in  a  new  and  exciting  way.  By
 including  modules  like  digital 
research  methodology  I  was  able  to
explore  the  subjects  of  History and 
English  using  a  vast  array of  
digital  resources  and online  
databases.  The  degree  laid  the  
foundation for my dream  career  as a
secondary  school  teacher and  
ensured  that  I  had  the  necessary 
skills to  progress to the Professional
 Master  in  Education  in  DCU. The 
opportunities  offered  by  the  degree 
in  Digital  Humanities  are  only 
matched by the support of  lecturers 
who  have  a genuine  love  for  their 
subjects. 

Anyone   thinking   of  studying  
Humanities  should  give  DKiT 
serious  consideration  as  it  offers  
the  most modern  way of  studying  
using 21st  century  methods."


